An uncharted journey with the Coronavirus has begun world over as the mundane rules of many of the common viruses have been wrecked by the coronavirus. The potential sauce for its disruption is the locomotion of individuals that propels the transmission of this immobile virus. The emergence, re-emergence and the advantageous mutations from the animal kingdom of this mysterious and cryptic virus is indeed an imperceptible foe to the humankind. There has been a rising infodemic and researchers who are yet to weather the storm are at their best in studying the trajectory of the virus and dissecting the information. The host inflammatory response and the cytokine storm-generated reflects its curious manifold attack on the lungs, heart and liver and kidney [@b0005], [@b0010]. It is also prudent to understand the "patient zero" that would help in the containment of viruses and unfold some of the mysteries such as its high transmissibility. The increased infectivity of the virus and the viral shedding during the asymptomatic phase explains its high reproduction number and the need for social distancing. The dictum that the virus has specificity for a particular species and cell type has been overcome by the coronavirus known for its Spillover. To keep the virus at bay a noble vaccine that can kick-start the immune system is at its infancy. Also, the ever-changing and evolving virus can sometimes make vaccines obsolete and ineffective. A cocktail of medications from the drug pipeline including off-label drugs [@b0015] has been shadow boxing due to the lack of vaccines that can hit this pandemic hard.

Head and neck cancers are commonly seen in elderly individuals and substance abusers. Tobacco use is the leading cause of COPD: an independent risk factor in severe COVID-19. Besides, Tobacco increases the gene expression of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2, the binding receptor for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 [@b0020], [@b0025].

The immune system declines with age increasing the susceptibility of elderly individuals to viral infections. Production of innate interferons constitutes the most prompt and dominant innate immune response to counter viral infections. The decline in the Plasmacytoid dendritic cells in the elderly and a further decline in the frail elderly population with comorbidities depletes the immune envelop. Elderly individuals are unable to mount a stable immune response against all types of viral infections due to the decreased interferon production or its inhibition through viral non-structural protein 1 (NS1) which in turn increases the relentlessness of viral infection [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040].

Given the pandemic and global lockdown COVID-19 patients are currently prioritized and there can be an increase in the risk of interruption in the drug supply chain. Lifesaving therapy for cancer in contrast to the life-threatening infectious COVID 19 has instilled a lot of agony amongst the cancer patients. An oncologist should forge a strategy to ensure a continuum of care considering the tumor doubling and increase in the total treatment time that can have an impact on the treatment outcome. Oncological screening for normal patients can be rescheduled because of the contagion nature of the virus. The risk of COVID19 in cancer patients is yet to be ascertained however the severity of the disease may be higher as Cancer and its treatment knocks down the immune system. Head and neck surgeries harbor a high viral load, have a high risk of exposure and infection from aerosol and droplet contamination. Patients under palliative care or in case of emergency: airway obstruction cannot be denied of treatment or can be postponed. The patient's medical need who are in the different phases of cancer treatment and the logistical competence of the individual hospital to meet those needs in real-time should be assessed on a case to case basis.

Oncologists have to get prepared for a new routine and protect themselves and their patients.

\*The American college of surgeons advocates that surgeons look at the Elective Surgery Acuity Scale (ESAS) and triage the patients accordingly [@b0045].

\*The highly skilled and limited health workforce work in a vulnerable environment and hence should be shielded physically with the personal protective equipment, financially and mentally during this unprecedented crisis.

\*Postponement of appointments for patients with benign disease (salivary gland tumors, thyroid disorders, etc.) and telecommuting for patients who are under routine surveillance post-surgery.

\*Tracheostomy should be done with utmost diligence with ample sedation and muscle relaxants to avoid the risk of coughing and preferably a percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy should be considered.

\*Prophylactic growth factors and antibiotics during chemotherapy [@b0050] to diminish the risk of potential neutropenic fever and regular monitoring of the blood counts to avoid the need to visit emergency care.

\*Prioritise newly diagnosed malignant cases and close surveillance of follow up and palliative care patients using telemedicine. A switch over to metronomic chemotherapy can also be considered during the acute phase of the pandemic to halt tumor growth.

\*Revamp the immune system by cyclic meditation and deep breathing exercises.

A word of caution, concern and preventive measures would be a more fruitful and appropriate response to the virus than a panic state that can paralyze the health care system and derange the economy and social fabric of the community.
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